Public Works Committee Meeting
May 2, 2019
Council Chambers, Town of Wadena
Attendees:

Greg Linnen
Conrad Eliason
Greg Chaykowski
Jennifer Taylor
Jordan Theisen
Lovely Magnaye
Mel Rusteika

Meeting started at 8:00 am.
NEW BUSINESS
Mel Rusteika

Greg asked Mel if he is willing to help the Public Works Department during the
interim.
Mel Rusteika said he is willing to help the staff in any way he could and is willing
to undertake an audit of the water treatment.
Mel shared info on chemical used to prevent calcium build up in the distribution
system and his experience testing it to descale water meters. Info on the Aqua
Mac product is attached.
Regarding the water tower, Mel shared that he used to budget for the
maintenance annually but had the interior and exterior work completed on a 5year rotation. If we are looking to defer cost, we could have the exterior
completed another year rather than to do both this year.
Regarding lagoon dredging, Mel suggested probing the mound around the pipe to
determine if dredging is necessary this year.
On hydrants, Mel recommended communication with the Fire Department to
keep us informed of which hydrants they use so we can inspect afterwards.
Chike suggested compensating Mel for generosity, time and expertise. The
Committee agreed. Jen suggested providing Wadena Bucks.

Water
Interruption

Notes taken by Lovely Magnaye

Jordan provided an update on the loss of pressure on Wednesday morning. The
distribution pump did not kick in and SCADA failed to send notification to his cell.
Rick from Water Security Agency was notified and additional water samples we
taken. We are waiting for the results.

Main St/Hwy 5
Paving

Paving will begin in Town in mid June. GW Paving needs the Town to identify
dates/events that need to be avoided, whether night paving is warranted, and
who will be the point person. Greg asked about how the paving would transition
work into side streets.
Greg expressed his interest in meeting with the Project Manager. Jordan
suggested Joel Simpson as the contact person in Public Works based on his
knowledge and experience.

Budget Related
Figures

The committee briefly reviewed and discussed the PW budget.

OLD BUSINESS
Snow Pile
Management
Urban Highway
Question
Street Sweeping
Schedule
Shooting Crows

Tabled.
Tabled.
Jordan said Joel cannot give a schedule because he goes to wherever he thinks
needs to be done.
Jen said Andy has received a lot of complaints but we need to amend our bylaw
to authorize him to deal with crows.

Flushing Lines
Schedule

We have set a plan to put the schedule out in our website and Facebook page.

Hydrant
Replacements

As of this date, Public Works is planning to check 8 hydrants this year to
determine which needs to be replaced or fixed.

Valve Turning
Exercise

Marshall took the hard drive on Garrett’s computer and is looking for an older
computer that would be compatible so he can locate the documents they need
for this.

Main St Valve
Replacement

Due to the timing of the paving project, Public Works has scheduled valve
replacement work beginning next week. Jordan said he knows of 7 valves along
Main St but he is not yet sure if there are more.
Jordan will request quotes for the valves. Chike suggested a frost-free rod that we
can get out of Warman that could fit any valves. He said it will be a bit costly but
might be worth considering.
The plan will be discussed in the next council meeting for council to authorize
Public Works do valve repairs along Main St as per committee’s recommendation.

Notes taken by Lovely Magnaye

Curb stop report

We currently have 2 known curb stops that need to be repaired. We have to list 5
or 6 more to make hydro-vac rental worth it.

Pot hole repairs

Cold mix was ordered and is coming today.

Meter
Replacements

There are about 13 meters being scheduled to be installed. Marshall replaced two
last week and another two to be done this week or next week. Jordan said for
budget purposes we could plan 25 meter replacements per year until the
remaining old meters are all changed out.

Lift Station
Cleaning
Schedule

Public Works are aware that they need to clean every 6 months.

Side Walk Repair

We can use the result of the Condition Assessment from Associated Engineering
to identify priorities.

Staff Training
and Certification

This was discussed in the last staff meeting. Public Works is sending to staff to
CPR/First Aid training being offered in Wadena in May/June. There will be
additional training opportunities in the next few months for staff.

Curb Extensions
Tender

Greg will contact references for Top Gun and Lucky Seven.

Curbs on Hwy 5

Public Works will identify priorities and obtain quotes for the repair.
Chike is concerned about the water that goes to the highway. He said we need to
identify and fix the issue before paving.

Enabling
Accessibility
Grant

Lovely will check again if this has opened for this year.

Weneeda Park
Lodge Meter
Replacement

Jen will follow up with Ashley from Water World Industries.

Water Tower
Lining –
Interior/Exterior
MDSI Water Line

This project has been scheduled for August.

Martin
Dashney’s Water
Situation

Greg said Martin seemed happy last time when he talked to him.

Notes taken by Lovely Magnaye

Jordan mentioned accessibility in the north of town. He will get quotes from
NICAR for wheelchair accessibility in retrofitting curb at intersection crossings.

Jen will talk to Terry Neilson and Ryan from MDSI to discuss this project.

Filter Media

We got this from Clark’s last time. Jordan to get quotes.

Meeting adjourned at 10:15 am.

Notes taken by Lovely Magnaye

